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Events with intact protons

Typical hard scattering event at LHC:
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Events with intact protons

Typical hard scattering event at LHC:


One or both protons may remain intact in the interaction
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Events with intact protons

Typical hard scattering event at LHC:


One or both protons may remain intact in the interaction

• Intact protons interact via QCD (pomerons) or QED (photons) 

color singlet exchange


• Energy lost by protons goes into the creation of particles in 
the central rapidity region


• Reduced track activity in the central detector


• Scattered protons travel along the beam pipe and can be 
traced by dedicated near-beam detectors
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Physics opportunities
Tagging intact protons after the interaction allows the study of very rare processes

In particular, detecting both protons allows to study Central Exclusive Production (CEP)

• proton kinematics characterised by fractional momentum loss, ξ ≡ (|pi| – |pf|)/|pi|


• kinematic closure of the whole event by match with reconstructed central system
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Physics opportunities
Tagging intact protons after the interaction allows the study of very rare processes

In particular, detecting both protons allows to study Central Exclusive Production (CEP)

• proton kinematics characterised by fractional momentum loss, ξ ≡ (|pi| – |pf|)/|pi|


• kinematic closure of the whole event by match with reconstructed central system


LHC can be used as a γγ collider:

• anomalous gauge couplings in γγ → W+W– (γγ, γZ, ZZ);


• direct search for DM via resonances in γγ → X → γγ; 

• direct search for new particles (BSM), via resonances  
(e.g. tt̄) or with missing mass techniques
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An alternative method developed to dynamically determine the alignment of the CDF RP Spectrometer
at the Tevatron is also briefly described below. This is a self-consistent data-driven method, and it uses
an in-situ calibration to perform the alignment. It uses the fact that in the proximity of |t| = 0, the
|t|-distribution can be represented as d�/dt = Ne�b|t|, where N is an arbitrary normalization factor and
b the slope of the distribution. Alignment is achieved by seeking the maximum of the d�/dt distribution
at |t| = 0. The implementation of the alignment method consists of introducing software offsets in
the X and Y coordinates of the tracking detectors with respect to the physical beam-line position, and
iteratively adjusting them until a maximum for d�/dt at |t| = 0 (or of the dominant slope b) is found.
The (x, y) position for which this happens corresponds to that of the aligned tracking detector. This
method is limited by the size of the data sample, the detector resolution, and the variations of the beam
position during data taking. A resolution of ' 60 µm has been obtained at the Tevatron; for the LHC
beam optics and energy, and with the new CT-PPS detector resolution, the accuracy has not yet been
estimated. The method is discussed in detail in Ref. [14].

Relative alignment between the tracking and the timing stations is not discussed here. More details can
be found in Section 5.2.5.

2.8 Physics processes

Study of physics processes with forward protons may extend the physics reach of the LHC experiments.
Here, we consider two physics cases that address different issues: exclusive dijet and exclusive WW
production. These processes will allow us to investigate central exclusive production with both protons
measured in the mass region above 300 GeV, as well as to learn about rates, backgrounds, and operational
aspects of the forward detectors. Knowledge already gained in operating the TOTEM experiment during
Run 1, and the experience of the combined CMS-TOTEM data-taking will be used. The exclusive
dijets produced in gluon-gluon fusion will allow improving our understanding of the proton structure as
well as of the transition between non-perturbative and perturbative QCD. These jets are predicted to be
nearly 100% gluon jets with a small admixture of bb̄. The more rare high-energy two-photon exclusive
production of �� !WW will extend the possibility to study quartic gauge-couplings as well as to study
deviations from the expected WW mass spectrum due to possible new BSM physics. Schematic leading-
order diagrams of these two processes are shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Leading order diagrams for exclusive dijet (left) and exclusive WW (right) production in pp
collisions.

2.8.1 Central exclusive dijet production

In exclusive dijet production both protons escape intact the hard interaction, and a two-jet system is
centrally produced, pp ! p0JJp0. Exclusive production may occur through a t-channel two-gluon ex-
change at leading order in perturbative QCD as shown schematically in Figure 24 (left). This process is
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Physics opportunities
Tagging intact protons after the interaction allows the study of very rare processes

In particular, detecting both protons allows to study Central Exclusive Production (CEP)

• proton kinematics characterised by fractional momentum loss, ξ ≡ (|pi| – |pf|)/|pi|


• kinematic closure of the whole event by match with reconstructed central system


LHC can be used as a γγ collider:

• anomalous gauge couplings in γγ → W+W– (γγ, γZ, ZZ);


• direct search for DM via resonances in γγ → X → γγ; 

• direct search for new particles (BSM), via resonances  
(e.g. tt̄) or with missing mass techniques


QCD physics: most dijet events from gg → gg ⟹ gluon jet factory
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An alternative method developed to dynamically determine the alignment of the CDF RP Spectrometer
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Figure 24: Leading order diagrams for exclusive dijet (left) and exclusive WW (right) production in pp
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2.8.1 Central exclusive dijet production

In exclusive dijet production both protons escape intact the hard interaction, and a two-jet system is
centrally produced, pp ! p0JJp0. Exclusive production may occur through a t-channel two-gluon ex-
change at leading order in perturbative QCD as shown schematically in Figure 24 (left). This process is
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The CMS Precision Proton Spectrometer

The CMS Precision Proton Spectrometer (PPS), 
originally conceived as a joint CMS-TOTEM project, is 
designed to detect intact protons after the interaction, 
in standard LHC running conditions

• tracking and timing detectors located along the LHC beam 

line, at ±~200 m from the CMS interaction point


• detectors hosted in horizontal roman pots, allowing sensor 
approach to the beam (in the LHC plane) down to few mm
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PPS in Run 2 and Run 3
Various detector configurations starting from 2016:

• two tracking stations per arm; silicon strips, then replaced by 3D silicon pixels;


• one timing station per arm, two from 2023; CVD diamond sensors;


• major update to all detectors for Run 3


9
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PPS in Run 2 and Run 3
Various detector configurations starting from 2016:

• two tracking stations per arm; silicon strips, then replaced by 3D silicon pixels;


• one timing station per arm, two from 2023; CVD diamond sensors;


• major update to all detectors for Run 3


Detectors operational for most part of Run 2 and 
Run 3:

• 110 fb–1 collected in Run 2


• >50 fb–1 collected in Run 3
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Integrated luminosity

4

In total, PPS recorded:
• 84.0 % of the luminosity 

delivered by LHC with its 
tracking detectors active

• 81.3 % of the luminosity 
delivered by LHC with its 
tracking and timing 
detectors active

Very stable operation 
during the year!
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Proton reconstruction

Proton kinematics obtained from reconstructed tracks in PPS

• Standard reconstruction: multi-RP tracks (tracks in 2 stations)


11

Track hit distributions – sector 56

9

As expected, irradiation is non-uniform
• Mainly concentrated close to the beam – in (0,0) - with edge portions of the 

sensors showing much lower occupancy
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Proton reconstruction

Proton kinematics obtained from reconstructed tracks in PPS

• Standard reconstruction: multi-RP tracks (tracks in 2 stations)


Kinematics at the IP using LHC optics transport matrix


• Main terms: 


• Optics parameters depend on LHC running conditions; in particular 
from β✻ and beam crossing angle αX
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JINST 18 (2023) 09, P09009

Track hit distributions – sector 56

9

As expected, irradiation is non-uniform
• Mainly concentrated close to the beam – in (0,0) - with edge portions of the 

sensors showing much lower occupancy

x = Dx(ξ) ⋅ ξ+Lx(ξ) ⋅ θ*x
y = Dy(ξ) ⋅ ξ+Ly(ξ) ⋅ θ*y +vy(ξ) ⋅ y*

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/18/09/P09009
https://cds.cern.ch/record/1753795/?ln=en
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Proton reconstruction

Proton kinematics obtained from reconstructed tracks in PPS

• Standard reconstruction: multi-RP tracks (tracks in 2 stations)


Kinematics at the IP using LHC optics transport matrix


• Main terms: 


• Optics parameters depend on LHC running conditions; in particular 
from β✻ and beam crossing angle αX


Precision timing helps to fight background from pileup (uncorrelated protons from other 
interactions in the same bunch crossing)
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Track hit distributions – sector 56

9

As expected, irradiation is non-uniform
• Mainly concentrated close to the beam – in (0,0) - with edge portions of the 

sensors showing much lower occupancy
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Physics results from Run 2
Observation of proton-tagged, central (semi)exclusive production 
of high-mass lepton pairs


Search for high-mass exclusive γγ → WW and γγ → ZZ 
production


Search for new physics in central exclusive production using the 
missing mass technique in pp → p (Z,γ) X p


Search for high-mass exclusive diphoton production with tagged 
protons


Search for central exclusive production of top quark pairs with 
tagged protons
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PPS at the HL-LHC
Extension of the PPS program in HL-LHC would significantly improve physics reach:

More integrated luminosity

• Results from Run 2 and Run 3 limited by statistical uncertainties


Broader mX (√sγγ) range

• Current acceptance in the range ~350 GeV - 2 TeV (when both protons detected)


• In HL-LHC configuration, upper limit up to ~4 TeV (with horizontal beam crossing), lower limit 
down to ~200 GeV (with vertical beam crossing)
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PPS at the HL-LHC
Extension of the PPS program in HL-LHC would significantly improve physics reach:

More integrated luminosity

• Results from Run 2 and Run 3 limited by statistical uncertainties


Broader mX (√sγγ) range

• Current acceptance in the range ~350 GeV - 2 TeV (when both protons detected)


• In HL-LHC configuration, upper limit up to ~4 TeV (with horizontal beam crossing), lower limit 
down to ~200 GeV (with vertical beam crossing)


Expression of interest submitted in 2021 


• proposal subsequently rescoped to re-use existing roman pot mechanics and to consider only 
“warm” locations (“cold” location at 420 m much more technically challenging)
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PPS at the HL-LHC
Extension of the PPS program in HL-LHC would significantly improve physics reach:

More integrated luminosity

• Results from Run 2 and Run 3 limited by statistical uncertainties


Broader mX (√sγγ) range

• Current acceptance in the range ~350 GeV - 2 TeV (when both protons detected)


• In HL-LHC configuration, upper limit up to ~4 TeV (with horizontal beam crossing), lower limit 
down to ~200 GeV (with vertical beam crossing)


Expression of interest submitted in 2021 


• proposal subsequently rescoped to re-use existing roman pot mechanics and to consider only 
“warm” locations (“cold” location at 420 m much more technically challenging)


Proposal approved by CERN Research Board in September 2023


• PPS2 included in HL-LHC baseline; design of detector vessels and detector units started
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PPS2 physics reach: low mass
Several standard model processes can be probed, mainly in γγ, to measure couplings and 
check theory predictions 
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SM cross sections 
for CEP processes

Process
Fiducial cross section [fb]
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+
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PPS2 physics reach: low mass
Several standard model processes can be probed, mainly in γγ, to measure couplings and 
check theory predictions 
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pp → p bb︤︤ p, pp → p γγ p, 
QCD and QED contributions

SM cross sections 
for CEP processes
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PPS2 physics reach: low mass
Several standard model processes can be probed, mainly in γγ, to measure couplings and 
check theory predictions 
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PPS2 physics reach: low mass
Several standard model processes can be probed, mainly in γγ, to measure couplings and 
check theory predictions 
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pp → p bb︤︤ p, pp → p γγ p, 
QCD and QED contributions

SM cross sections 
for CEP processes

pp → p HW+W– p

pp → p μ+μ– p

Decay-mode-inclusive, 
using missing mass technique

Process
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PPS2 physics reach: high mass
Tagged protons may be a powerful tool in studying various BSM scenarios where new 
particles are produced in γγ interactions

22

ALP search in 
pp → p X p, X → γγ
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PPS2 physics reach: high mass
Tagged protons may be a powerful tool in studying various BSM scenarios where new 
particles are produced in γγ interactions
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AQGC in pp → p W+W– p

AQGC in pp → p γZ p

ALP search in 
pp → p X p, X → γγ
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PPS2 physics reach: high mass
Tagged protons may be a powerful tool in studying various BSM scenarios where new 
particles are produced in γγ interactions

24

AQGC in pp → p W+W– p

DM searches with  
missing mass technique

AQGC in pp → p γZ p

ALP search in 
pp → p X p, X → γγ
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PPS2 physics reach: complementarity
Ultra-peripheral collisions in heavy ion interactions are a 
copious source of γγ interactions

• High photon flux proportional to Z4, lower luminosity wrt. pp


• Large cross sections in the low mass 
range, mγγ ≲ 300 GeV for Pb-Pb


• Low pileup conditions


25

15/25Workshop on �-induced processes, Durham June’23                                       David d'Enterria (CERN)

Effective Effective ���� luminosities (LHC): pp vs. PbPb luminosities (LHC): pp vs. PbPb

■ Thanks to Z4 boost, Pb-Pb �� lumis (per collision) well above the p-p ones.

 – Up to W�� ⌃ 30 GeV, accounting for much larger p beam luminosity

 – Up to W�� ⌃ 300 GeV requiring double-arm p tagging at PPS (~220 m)

■ PPS p-p acceptance 
   vs. central mass & y

  (kinematic matching required to remove huge pp pileup):

PPS 
Run 2,3
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PPS2 physics reach: complementarity
Ultra-peripheral collisions in heavy ion interactions are a 
copious source of γγ interactions

• High photon flux proportional to Z4, lower luminosity wrt. pp


• Large cross sections in the low mass 
range, mγγ ≲ 300 GeV for Pb-Pb


• Low pileup conditions


PPS2 may be able to tag protons in pA interactions
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PPS2 physics reach: complementarity
Ultra-peripheral collisions in heavy ion interactions are a 
copious source of γγ interactions

• High photon flux proportional to Z4, lower luminosity wrt. pp


• Large cross sections in the low mass 
range, mγγ ≲ 300 GeV for Pb-Pb


• Low pileup conditions


PPS2 may be able to tag protons in pA interactions


Phase-2 CMS upgrade will enhance the coverage in the forward region

• LHC as a vector-boson collider, complementary to γγ


• VBF/VBS events tagged by forward jets


• Similar events with intact protons may be tagged by PPS2
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Effective Effective ���� luminosities (LHC): pp vs. PbPb luminosities (LHC): pp vs. PbPb

■ Thanks to Z4 boost, Pb-Pb �� lumis (per collision) well above the p-p ones.

 – Up to W�� ⌃ 30 GeV, accounting for much larger p beam luminosity

 – Up to W�� ⌃ 300 GeV requiring double-arm p tagging at PPS (~220 m)

■ PPS p-p acceptance 
   vs. central mass & y

  (kinematic matching required to remove huge pp pileup):

PPS 
Run 2,3
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Detector locations

Three locations selected per side, with available 
space, in the LHC straight section

• In each location, two horizontal roman pots


• At 220 m, two additional pairs (top-bottom) of 
vertical roman pots, for detector alignment


• All positions precisely defined, including patch 
panels and all services 

28p. 10 Mario Deile et al. – 

XRP-220 Station (6R5) 2 ECR 

No FRAS integration, only manually adjustable UAP  no motors, no alignment sensors 

UAP 
without motors 

BLM 
(preliminary position) 

Cooling patch panel 

Detector electronics patch panels 
(partly integrated in the XRP support frames, partly between the near and far units) 

TCL6 
(collimator) 

Horizontal pot 

IP5 

Pair of vertical pots 

p. 5 Mario Deile et al. – 

Layout Overview with Proposed Stations 
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Locations chosen for optimum central mass acceptance (and constrained by space availability): 

TC
L5

 

TC
L6

 

TC
LX

4 

To minimise costs: 
Reuse Roman Pots and their services 
from Runs 1 – 3, 
 
in each location 2 units  
with a few metres lever arm 
( track angles) 

- needs cryogenic bypass 
- signal protons between beam pipes 

 limited space 
 new developments needed 

Not part of the present project, 
not before LS4 

1 
Project 
Overview 

Debris collimators (limiting high-mass reach)  

Roman Pot (XRP) Stations: 
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Detector acceptance

Two different beam crossing 
schemes in the IP foreseen 
during LHC operations

• ⟹ different proton acceptance in 

the two cases


• Double proton tag can use 
different stations on the two sides


• Larger combined mX acceptance 
compared to current setup

29
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Detector packages

Each roman pot will host both tracking and timing 
detectors (or 4D detectors)

New design for detector vessels

• Cylindrical housing, maximising available space


• Larger thin window


30

p. 17 Mario Deile et al. – 

Development of New Detector Vessels 2 ECR 

Two candidate technologies: 
A. Thin window with groove towards the beam 

B. Thin window with inside groove (detector side) and reinforcement rib 

Prototypes for both variants under construction  decision end of 2023 on the basis of validation tests 

(+) flat surface towards detectors  
      unconstrained vertical detector  
      movement 
 
(-) potential vertical aperture limitation 
     for the beam  
      window height cannot be too small 

(+) flat surface towards beam  
      no vertical aperture arguments 
 
(-) window sill limits vertical det. movement, 
     but rib allows for larger window height 

Optimisation goals: 
• window as thin as possible (det. close to the beam) 
• minimum window sag towards the beam  
   in case of secondary vacuum loss 
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Detector packages

Each roman pot will host both tracking and timing 
detectors (or 4D detectors)

New design for detector vessels

• Cylindrical housing, maximising available space


• Larger thin window


Most services in common between tracking and timing:

• vacuum (~10 mb), cooling (~–30º C);


• common readout “motherboard”
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Development of New Detector Vessels 2 ECR 

Two candidate technologies: 
A. Thin window with groove towards the beam 

B. Thin window with inside groove (detector side) and reinforcement rib 

Prototypes for both variants under construction  decision end of 2023 on the basis of validation tests 

(+) flat surface towards detectors  
      unconstrained vertical detector  
      movement 
 
(-) potential vertical aperture limitation 
     for the beam  
      window height cannot be too small 

(+) flat surface towards beam  
      no vertical aperture arguments 
 
(-) window sill limits vertical det. movement, 
     but rib allows for larger window height 

Optimisation goals: 
• window as thin as possible (det. close to the beam) 
• minimum window sag towards the beam  
   in case of secondary vacuum loss 
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Detector packages

Each roman pot will host both tracking and timing 
detectors (or 4D detectors)

New design for detector vessels

• Cylindrical housing, maximising available space


• Larger thin window


Most services in common between tracking and timing:

• vacuum (~10 mb), cooling (~–30º C);


• common readout “motherboard”


Proton fluence highly non-uniform over the detector area

• ⟹ internal vertical shift system necessary to distribute radiation damage

32

p. 17 Mario Deile et al. – 

Development of New Detector Vessels 2 ECR 

Two candidate technologies: 
A. Thin window with groove towards the beam 

B. Thin window with inside groove (detector side) and reinforcement rib 

Prototypes for both variants under construction  decision end of 2023 on the basis of validation tests 

(+) flat surface towards detectors  
      unconstrained vertical detector  
      movement 
 
(-) potential vertical aperture limitation 
     for the beam  
      window height cannot be too small 

(+) flat surface towards beam  
      no vertical aperture arguments 
 
(-) window sill limits vertical det. movement, 
     but rib allows for larger window height 

Optimisation goals: 
• window as thin as possible (det. close to the beam) 
• minimum window sag towards the beam  
   in case of secondary vacuum loss 
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Detector technologies
Baseline design exploiting detectors being developed for CMS Phase 2

• Similar position and timing resolution required


• Similar radiation doses expected, although much less uniformly distributed


• Smaller occupancy wrt. hottest regions in CMS


• Same readout chain and integration in DAQ


33
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Detector technologies
Baseline design exploiting detectors being developed for CMS Phase 2

• Similar position and timing resolution required


• Similar radiation doses expected, although much less uniformly distributed


• Smaller occupancy wrt. hottest regions in CMS


• Same readout chain and integration in DAQ
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Tracking

• Based on Inner Tracker design


• 6 planes of 3D silicon pixels


• Front-end: CROC  
⟹ 50×50 μm2 pixels


• 2 or 3 chips/module


RD53B chips

RD53A
 Submitted in Aug 2017

RD53B-ATLAS (ITkPixV1)
 Submitted in March 2020

RD53B-CMS (CROCv1)
 Submitted in June 2021

RD53C-ATLAS: Q1 2022
RD53C-CMS: Q2-3 2022

 RD53B chips are full-size pre-production chips 
 ATLAS and CMS chips are two instances of the same design

 Main difference is size and Analog Front-End (FE)

 RD53B-ATLAS has been extensively tested since summer last year
 RD53B-CMS wafers received beginning of September, expect first results next week or two

3

21.6 mm
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Detector technologies
Baseline design exploiting detectors being developed for CMS Phase 2

• Similar position and timing resolution required


• Similar radiation doses expected, although much less uniformly distributed


• Smaller occupancy wrt. hottest regions in CMS


• Same readout chain and integration in DAQ
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Tracking

• Based on Inner Tracker design


• 6 planes of 3D silicon pixels


• Front-end: CROC  
⟹ 50×50 μm2 pixels


• 2 or 3 chips/module


Timing

• Based on Endcap Timing Layer design


• 5 double-layer planes of LGADs


• Front end: ETROC 
⟹ 1.3×1.3 mm2 pads


• 2 or 3 chips/module

RD53B chips

RD53A
 Submitted in Aug 2017

RD53B-ATLAS (ITkPixV1)
 Submitted in March 2020

RD53B-CMS (CROCv1)
 Submitted in June 2021

RD53C-ATLAS: Q1 2022
RD53C-CMS: Q2-3 2022

 RD53B chips are full-size pre-production chips 
 ATLAS and CMS chips are two instances of the same design

 Main difference is size and Analog Front-End (FE)

 RD53B-ATLAS has been extensively tested since summer last year
 RD53B-CMS wafers received beginning of September, expect first results next week or two
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Summary/outlook
PPS has demonstrated the feasibility of studying physics processes with tagged forward 
protons in high-luminosity interactions at the LHC

• Efficient operations throughout Run 2 and Run 3 data taking


• Several published results, more studies in progress
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Summary/outlook
PPS has demonstrated the feasibility of studying physics processes with tagged forward 
protons in high-luminosity interactions at the LHC

• Efficient operations throughout Run 2 and Run 3 data taking


• Several published results, more studies in progress


The physics program may largely benefit from HL-LHC conditions

• Large increase in integrated luminosity, extended proton acceptance
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Summary/outlook
PPS has demonstrated the feasibility of studying physics processes with tagged forward 
protons in high-luminosity interactions at the LHC

• Efficient operations throughout Run 2 and Run 3 data taking


• Several published results, more studies in progress


The physics program may largely benefit from HL-LHC conditions

• Large increase in integrated luminosity, extended proton acceptance


Proposal to extend PPS program in the HL-LHC era approved

• New locations for detectors established


• Complete redesign of the detector system in progress


Only forward proton spectrometer foreseen for the HL-LHC
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Summary/outlook
PPS has demonstrated the feasibility of studying physics processes with tagged forward 
protons in high-luminosity interactions at the LHC

• Efficient operations throughout Run 2 and Run 3 data taking


• Several published results, more studies in progress


The physics program may largely benefit from HL-LHC conditions

• Large increase in integrated luminosity, extended proton acceptance


Proposal to extend PPS program in the HL-LHC era approved

• New locations for detectors established


• Complete redesign of the detector system in progress


Only forward proton spectrometer foreseen for the HL-LHC

Aiming to be ready for the start of HL-LHC operations!
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